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Torkard Hill Medical Centre Patient Participation Group

We would be grateful if you could spend a few minutes answering the questions below.

Question 1*

Are you male or female?

 Female  47  60.26% 

 Male  31  39.74% 

Question 2

Which age group describes you?

 16-25  0  0.00% 

 26-40  16  20.51% 

 41-55  22  28.21% 

 56-70  30  38.46% 

 71 and over  10  12.82% 

Question 3

How many times have you visited the surgery during the last 12 months?  Please include all appointments to see a doctor, nurse or
healthcare assistant.

 0  1  1.28% 

 1-2  12  15.38% 

 3-4  27  34.62% 

 5 or more  38  48.72% 

Question 4

How do you usually book your appointment?

 In person  3  3.85% 

 Online (doctor appointments only)  56  71.79% 

 Telephone  19  24.36% 



Question 5

If there was a facility to book an appointment with a nurse online would you use this?

 No  5  6.41% 

 Yes  73  93.59% 

Question 6

Would you like to receive a text message reminder for your appointment? 

 No  32  41.56% 

 Yes  45  58.44% 

Question 7

Do you think that on occasions your problem could have been dealt with over the telephone?

 No  36  46.75% 

 Yes  41  53.25% 

Question 8

Would you like to be able to book a telephone appointment with a doctor instead of a face-to-face appointment?  For example a medication
review or to discuss a test result.

 No  17  21.79% 

 Yes  61  78.21% 

Question 9

If the medical centre were to start a walking club where patients could meet on a regular basis to go for a walk, lasting 30-45 minutes, would
you be interested in taking part?

 No  45  58.44% 

 Yes  32  41.56% 

Question 10

If you would be interested in joining the walking club, when would be the best time for this to take place?

 Morning  19  28.36% 

 Lunchtime  5  7.46% 

 Evening  9  13.43% 

 Not interested  34  50.75% 



Question 11

Please use the space below to highlight any other concerns or issues regarding Torkard Hill Medical Centre.
ID Text Answers (15) View
11291391 Possibly impossible but, it does help to see the same doctor whilst dealing with a specific problem as all doctors seem to have different

ideas.
View

11268920 I waited weeks for an appointment with my usual doctor only to get there on the day and it was with someone else. When i questioned
this i was told i must have asked for the wrong doctor as they wouldnt have made such a mistake. I felt like i was spoken to rather

rudely and im 100% sure that i booked it with the correct doctor as i see no one else. I think the staff handling calls can be rude. There
are signs all over saying staff will no tolorate such behaviour but they have to also think about the manner in which they speak to

people too.

View

11245700 The appointments are usually booked up a long way ahead. The access screen that has been used for the longest time has a login
section that then provides a new preferred login screen. Could this not appear straight away to avoid a duplicated login process?

View

11227551 Often at peak times there is a queue of people waiting to see the receptionist for various reasons. These are not just for
appointments,prescriptions etc but for multiple queries. I am concerned that sometimes the very elderly /infirm are kept waiting in the

queue for a considerable time and some have obvious difficulty in standing .Would it be possible for the receptionist on duty to be able
to call out one of the other admin. staff to help as need dictates? It might only be for 15 - 20 minutes whilst the rush is on.

View

11211503 I sometimes have a specific condition, and whilst I have every confidence in our GPs, it would be of value to know their areas of
expertise so that I can book to see the most appropriate doctor.

View

11172474 No concerns just a chance to say thank you for continued great service from all the staff at the Centre. View

11169126 I find the practice very good and have been impressed with the service, although some of the reception staff could be a little more
friendly.

View

11122321 Friendly and helpful receptionists but I am unhappy about lack of privacy at the desk. radio/music is always on but conversations can
be heard around the waiting room.

View

11110804 I generally find your surgery very good and helpful however sometimes it is hard to get an appointment to see a named doctor, I rang
this morning and can't see who I wanted to see for several days.Being able to use telephone appointments would perhaps make this

easier, especially for minor problems or when you are following a certain illness with that doctor.

View

11110028 It would be VERY beneficial (to me) if repeat prescriptions could be ordered by E.mail. It is a big problem for me to present myself in
person to have to do this. To post a request still entails leaving my home to get to a post box and I am not as mobile as I would like to

be, especially in Winter, when I never leave the house.

View

11055957 No problems other than most times cannot use on line facility for repeat prescriptions ddue to technical faults. View

10989597 Cannot think of any at the moment. View

10980575 I have always had great service from this surgery View

10971140 Lack of parking space & also car park was dangerous when icy, as no grit had been put down. View

10968838 In order to see my preferred GP it is necessary to book my appointment four weeks in advance; rather excessive! And ALWAYS a very
long wait far exceeding my appointment time when I arrive. Therefore it would seem sensible to employ more GP's. I would appreciate

later available evening appointments and weekend appointments as I work full time. The furniture in the surgery is rather shabby,
ripped chairs very unsightly. Bookable daily blood tests as at Curtis Street Health Centre would be beneficial and a sensible, efficient

idea. Thank you.

View
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